Antibodies with beta-adrenergic activity from chronic chagasic patients modulate the QT interval and M cell action potential duration
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Aims The aim of this study was to investigate whether the sera from chronic chagasic patients (CChPs) with beta-1 adrenergic activity (Ab-b) can modulate ventricular repolarization. Beta-adrenergic activity has been described in CChP. It increases the L-type calcium current and heart rate in isolated hearts, but its effects on ventricular repolarization has not been described.

Methods and results In isolated rabbit hearts, under pacing condition, QT interval was measured under Ab-b perfusion. Beta-adrenergic activity was also tested in guinea pig ventricular M cells. Furthermore, the immunoglobulin fraction (IgG-b) of the Ab-b was tested on Ito, ICa, and Iks currents in rat, rabbit, and guinea pig myocytes, respectively. Beta-adrenergic activity shortened the QT interval. This effect was abolished in the presence of propranolol. In addition, sera from CChP without beta-adrenergic activity (Ab-b) did not modulate QT interval. The M cell action potential duration (APD) was reversibly shortened by Ab-b. Atenolol inhibited this effect of Ab-b, and Ab-b did not modulate the AP of M cells. Ito was not modulated by isoproterenol nor by IgG-b. However, IgG-b increased ICa and Iks.

Conclusion The shortening of the QT interval and APD in M cells and the increase of Iks and ICa induced by IgG-b contribute to repolarization changes that may trigger malignant ventricular arrhythmias observed in patients with chronic chagasic or idiopathic cardiomyopathy.
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Introduction
Circulating functional antibodies with beta ‘adrenergic-(Ab-b)-like’ activity have been described in chronic chagasic patients (CChP), as well as in patients with idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM). Beta-adrenergic activity from CChPs increases heart rate in isolated rabbit hearts and decreases gap junction-mediated intercellular communication. In patients with DCM, the presence of IgG-b is a predictor of ventricular tachycardia and sudden death. In CChPs, the presence of functional IgG-b has been correlated with ventricular arrhythmias. Sudden death is the most important cause of death in CChPs, and ventricular arrhythmias are the most probable cause for these deaths. The end of the T wave in the ECG has been associated with the end of repolarization of M cells. In addition, the modulation of the M cell action potential seems to influence directly the QT interval.

The present work was designed to investigate the presence of Ab-b capable of modulating ventricular repolarization in sera from CChPs. In addition, the cellular and ionic effects of these antibodies were investigated in order to elucidate the mechanism responsible for this modulation.

Methods
Patients
In a longitudinal retrospective study, 17 CChPs with cardiomyopathy and positive serologic tests for Chagas’ disease using three distinct methods were enrolled. Beta-blockers, calcium channel blockers, and sotalol were transiently discontinued (five half-lives) before blood samples were drawn. Written consent was obtained from
each patient, and World Health Organization and Helsinki Treaty regulations (1963) reviewed in Venice (1983) were followed. The study was approved by the Institutional Committee on Research.

Isolated heart and sera characterization

The characterization of Ab-β and non-beta-adrenergic (Ab-) sera was made by ECG recordings in isolated rabbit hearts. In this preparation, heart rate response to sera was assessed during spontaneous rhythm to dichotomize the sera of patients into two groups and to make sure that the antibodies present were functionally active. A given patient’s serum was characterized as Ab-β only when the serum was able to increase spontaneous heart rate by at least 10% within 30 min of initial perfusion of the isolated rabbit heart in the absence or presence of 1 μM atropine, and this effect was abolished by a beta-adrenergic antagonist (1 μM propranolol). Additionally, CChP’s serum was characterized as Ab- when the serum perfused alone or in the presence of propranolol (1 μM) or atropine (1 μM) and did not modulate the heart rate, excluding possible beta-adrenergic and muscarinic effects of these sera.

Sera from healthy orthopaedic surgery patients without Chagas’ or history of cardiac disease were also used (reference sera). Independent experiments were performed to test each serum using ECG recording, and the QT interval was measured under control condition and in the presence of total human serum (diluted 1:100 v/v), previously characterized as Ab-β or Ab- (discussed earlier). In addition, because the QT interval is rate-dependent, all the isolated rabbit heart experiments were performed under pacing condition (127 ± 12 bpm). Pacing was carried out through bipolar silver electrodes that were insulated except at the tips and placed upon the right atrium. A rectangular pulse was applied from an isolated stimulator (Digitimer, DS-2, Welwyn, Garden City, Hertfordshire, England) and controlled by a Digitimer D-4030 (Welwyn, Garden City, Hertfordshire, England). Two observers who were blinded to the sera used in the experiments performed analysis of the ECG recording.

Tissue preparation from guinea pig heart

Deep subendocardium and transmural strips were isolated from left ventricles and right deep layer of papillary muscle of hearts removed from male guinea pigs (300–400 g). Preparations were isolated using a dermatome (Davol Simon Dermatome, Cranston, RI, USA) to make sections parallel to the surface of the structures investigated. The preparation was placed in a tissue bath and allowed to equilibrate for at least 2 h while superfused (5 mL/min) with an oxygenated (95% O₂ and 5% CO₂) Tyrode’s solution (37 ± 0.5°C and pH = 7.35). The composition of the Tyrode’s solution was (mM/L): NaCl, 129; KCl, 4; CaCl₂, 1.8; Na₂HPO₄, 0.9; MgSO₄, 0.5; d glucose, 5.5; NaHCO₃, 20; pH 7.4 adjusted with NaOH.

Action potential recordings

The tissue was stimulated at basic cycle lengths (BCLs) ranging from 300 to 2000 ms using field stimulation. Transmembrane potentials were recorded using glass microelectrodes filled with 2.7 M KCl (10-40 MΩ DC resistance) connected to a high input impedance amplification system (World Precision Instrument, Florida, USA). Amplified signals were displayed on Tektronix oscilloscope (Tektronix, model 5111 A, Beaverton, USA), digitized (Digidata 1200 interface AD/DA system, Axon Instrument, Inc., Sunnyvale, USA), analysed (Axotape, Clampfit 6 software, Axon Instrument, Inc., Sunnyvale, USA), and stored in a personal computer. The following action potential parameters were analysed: resting membrane potential (RMP), amplitude of phase 0, and action potential duration at 90% (APD90) and 30% (APD30) repolarization.

Immunoglobulin characterization and purification

Only IgG fractions from sera of Ab-β chagasic patients (IgG-β) were used in ion current experiments. Total IgG fraction from each patient was individually purified by the standard chromatographic procedure on DEAE-Sepharose (Amersham-Pharmacia Biotech, Buckinghamshire, UK), as described previously. Protein concentration in the fraction was determined by the Lowry method.

Isolation of ventricular cardiomyocytes

Cells from rat, rabbit, or guinea pig ventricles were enzymatically dispersed, as described previously, to measure Ito, ICa, or IKs currents, respectively. M cells were obtained from deep subepicardium. All experiments were conducted in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (NIH Publication no. 85-23, revised 1996).

Ionic current measurements

Voltage clamp was performed using the conventional whole-cell, patch-clamp technique to measure membrane potassium currents (Ito and IKs) and calcium current (ICa) in isolated myocytes. All experiments were performed at room temperature (22-25°C), and all tested drugs and IgG-β were added to the external bath solution, which was continuously perfused at 1 mL/min flow rate. Patch electrodes (4-9 MΩ) were prepared from borosilicate glass pipettes on a two-stage pipette puller (Sutter Instruments, P-97, Novato, USA). Cells were voltage-clamped using a patch-clamp amplifier Axopatch 200 (Axon Instrument, Inc., Sunnyvale, USA), and the signal was filtered through an 8-pole Bessel low-pass filter (Frequency Devices, Haverhill, USA) with 1 kHz cut-off frequency. Currents were sampled at a frequency of 2.5 kHz using an analogue-to-digital converter (DIGIDATA 1200, Axon Instrument, Inc., Sunnyvale, USA) connected to a PC compatible computer. Voltage-clamp protocols were generated by the pCLAMP software v6.03 (Axon Instrument, Inc., Sunnyvale, USA). To measure Ito, a protocol was applied evoking Ito every 6 s from the holding potential (−60 mV) to test potentials that varied from −50 to −60 mV, in 10 mV increments, for 500 ms after a short pre-pulse (80 ms) to −40 mV to inactivate the fast sodium current and T-type calcium current. To measure ICa, a protocol was applied evoking ICa every 6 s from the holding potential (−40 mV) to test potentials that varied from −60 to −60 mV, in 10 mV increments, for 500 ms. To measure IKs, the protocol used applied every 6 s a depolarizing pulse from a holding potential of −50 mV to +40 mV for 3 s, followed by repolarization back to −40 mV. Each pulse was preceded by a short pre-pulse (80 ms) to −40 mV to inactivate fast Na⁺ current.

Solutions and reagents

Control Tyrode’s solution contained (in millimolar): 150.8 NaCl, 5.4 KCl, 1.8 CaCl₂, 1.0 MgCl₂, 11.0 d-glucose, 10.0 HEPES, and pH 7.4 adjusted with NaOH. IKs was recorded with an internal pipette solution containing (in millimolar): 50.0 KCl, 1.0 MgSO₄, 10.0 EGTA, 80.0 L-aspartic acid, 10.0 KH₂PO₄, 5.0 HEPES, and 3.0 ATP (Na⁺-) pH adjusted to 7.2 with KOH. External solution was Tyrode with nicardipine (1 μM) to block calcium current and E-4031 (5 μM) to block IKr. Ito was elicited in external Tyrode’s solution with nicardipine (1 μM) to block calcium current and tetraethylammonium chloride (TEA-Cl) to block IKs current. The internal solution contained (in millimolar): 50.0 KCl, 0.1 MgSO₄, 10.0 EGTA, 80.0 L-aspartic acid, 10.0 KH₂PO₄, 5.0 HEPES, and 3.0 ATP (Na⁺-) pH adjusted to 7.2 with KOH. To record the ICa, the internal solution contained (in millimolar): 110 CsCl, 30 TEA-Cl, 5 MgATP, 0.1 GTP, 10 HEPES, and 10 EGTA (pH adjusted to 7.1 with CsOH). To eliminate ion currents other than ICa L, once whole-cell recording was achieved, and the bath solution was switched to an extracellular solution (TEA-Cs solution), in which Na⁺ were substituted by TEA and K⁺ were replaced.
by Cs̅M, containing (in millimolar) 140 TEA-Cl, 6 CsCl, 1 MgCl₂, 2 CaCl₂, 11 glucose, and 10 HEPES (pH adjusted to 7.3 with TEA-OH).

**Statistical analysis**

All data are shown as mean ± SEM. Statistical significance was estimated by Student’s t-test or one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) coupled with Newman and Keuls. Difference was considered significant at \( P < 0.05 \).

**Results**

**Effects of chronic chagasic patients’ sera on QT interval in isolated rabbit hearts**

Serum from each CChP was tested in isolated rabbit hearts. Under paced conditions, adrenergic sera significantly shortened QT intervals from 240.0 ± 20 ms in control to 216.0 ± 26 ms in Ab-\( \beta \) (Student’s t-test, \( P < 0.05; n = 5 \); Figure 1A and B). The effect of Ab-\( \beta \) on QT interval was completely neutralized when propranolol (1 \( \mu \)M) was present in the perfusing solution, as shown in Figure 1C (QT Tyrode–propranolol = 235.0 ± 6.5 ms, QT Tyrode–propranolol–Ab-\( \beta \) = 232.8 ± 11.2 ms; Student’s t-test \( P > 0.05; n = 4 \); Figure 1C).

Sera from normal subjects (QT during Tyrode perfusion 271.1 ± 12.1 ms vs. 275.7 ± 13.7 ms in sera from normal subjects, \( n = 5; P > 0.05 \)) or from CChP but without beta-1-AR cardiac activity (QT during Tyrode perfusion, 249.1 ± 7.8 vs. 252.7 ± 9.8 ms in sera from CChP without cardiac activity, \( n = 13; P > 0.05 \)) did not alter the QT interval in isolated rabbit heart ECGs.

**M cells action potential**

Typical guinea pig M cell action potential shape was recorded, as described previously by Sicouri et al.\(^{10}\) The action potential of M cells was longer than that of endocardial and epicardial cells. In addition, the guinea pig M cells were distinguished by the disproportionate prolongation of their action potential relative to the action potential of other ventricular myocardial cells in response to a slowing of rate (data not shown).

**Adrenergic modulation of M cell action potential: the effects of the beta-1 adrenergic activity in the guinea pig M cells**

The modulation of M cells by adrenergic stimuli in guinea pig heart has not been previously described. As shown in Figure 2A, isoproterenol (1 \( \mu \)M) shortened action potential duration at 90% repolarization (APD90) at long and short BCLs. At a BCL of 1000 ms, isoproterenol shortened APD90 from 166.7 ± 7.4 to 149.3 ± 9.2 ms (\( n = 5 \); Student’s t-test, \( P < 0.05 \), Figure 2B) and modulated the amplitude of phase 0 of the AP upstroke (APA), as shown in Figure 2C. At a BCL of 2000 ms, isoproterenol increased APA from 126.3 ± 2.1 to 132.5 ± 1.8 ms (\( n = 5; P < 0.005 \)). In the AP of Figure 2A, a change in phase 2 is observed; however, no statistical difference in APD measured at 30% repolarization (APD30) or RMP was observed at the distinct BCLs evaluated. The Ab-\( \beta \) reversibly shortened the APD90 (Figure 3A). This effect was statistically significant at BCLs of 1000 ms (Tyr: 179.4 ± 2.5, Ab-\( \beta \): 170.3 ± 2.2, and wash: 182.5 ± 3.8; one-way ANOVA, \( P < 0.05; n = 7 \)) and 300 ms (Tyr: 148.8 ± 3.8, Ab-\( \beta \): 135.1 ± 5, and washout: 148.0 ± 3; one-way ANOVA, \( P < 0.05 \)). The effect was abolished when atenolol (1 \( \mu \)M) was added in the presence of Ab-\( \beta \) (Figure 3B).

Sera from CChP without adrenergic activity (Ab-) did not modulate the M cell AP (Figure 3C). The results of the effects of Ab-\( \beta \) and Ab- upon M cell are summarized in Figure 3D and Table 1.

**Ionic mechanisms**

To elucidate the ionic mechanisms involved in the Ab-\( \beta \)-induced reduction of the QT interval and APD of M
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Figure 1  Sera with beta-adrenergic activity from chronic chagasic patients shorten the QT interval in isolated rabbit hearts. Representative ECGs before and during Ab-\( \beta \) perfusion (Ab-\( \beta \): 1/100 V/V) show shorter QT intervals under Ab-\( \beta \) perfusion (A). (B) Summary of the results. (C) The Ab-\( \beta \) effect on QT interval was abolished in the presence of propranolol (1 \( \mu \)M). Values are mean ± SEM. \( * P < 0.05 \).
cells, IgGs were purified from Ab-β sera of CChPs. The effect of these IgGs was then tested in potassium ion currents known to modulate action potential duration. The overload of calcium was previously demonstrated as a triggering factor in the genesis of ventricular arrhythmias.11–13 Because the adrenergic stimulus, mediated by IgG-β, could increase the intracellular calcium, the effect of IgG was tested in the L-type calcium current.

Transient outward potassium current

The Ito current was elicited in isolated rat myocytes. First, we tested the adrenergic agonist isoproterenol (1 µM). The drug was added to Tyrode's solution, and no change in the current–voltage relationship was observed (Figure 4A). IgG-β (24 µg/mL) was also unable to modify the current–voltage relationship (Figure 4B). In addition, IgG-β did not modulate the kinetics nor voltage dependence of Ito channel activation (V50 = 6.4 ± 2.5 control vs. 7.1 ± 3.0 mV IgG-β; P > 0.05; slope = 11.2 ± 4.0 control vs. 8.3 ± 3.6 IgG-β; P > 0.05; Figure 4C).

Slowly activating delayed rectifier potassium current

The IKs current was elicited from guinea pig ventricular myocytes and measured at the end of the depolarizing pulse (3 s). IgG-β (24 µg/mL) increased IKs from 643.3 ± 76.7 pA, under control conditions, to 793.3 ± 92.3 pA (n = 4; P < 0.05). The effect did not totally reverse after 5 min washout, with IKs reaching 708.3 ± 43.2 pA (control and IgG-β vs. wash, P > 0.05; Figure 5).

L-type calcium current

ICa current was elicited from rabbit ventricular myocytes and measured when it reaches the peak. IgG-β (24 µg/mL) increased ICa from 900 ± 167.1 pA, under control conditions, to 1075.2 ± 170.2 pA (n = 4; P < 0.05). The effect was reversed after a 5 min washout, with ICa reaching 932.3 ± 43.2 pA (control and IgG-β vs. wash, P > 0.05; Figure 5).

Figure 2  Adrenergic response modulates guinea pig M cell action potential. At 1000 ms basic cycle length, isoproterenol (1 µM) shortens APD (A). (B) Action potential duration measured at 90% repolarization (APD90) under different BCLs: 300, 500, 800, 1000, and 2000 ms. Isoproterenol significantly decreased APD90 at 800 and 1000 ms. Phase 0 amplitude (APA) shows significant increment in the presence of isoproterenol (1 µM), under different BCLs (C). Values are mean ± SEM, n = 4. *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.005.

Figure 3  Ab-β modulate M cell action potential by activating beta-adrenergic receptor. Transmembrane activity recorded from M cells isolated from the guinea pig left ventricle. Recordings were obtained at a BCL of 1000 ms under steady-state conditions, during Ab-β (Ab-β: 1/100 V/V) perfusion, and after washout (A). In (B), the presence of atenolol (1 µM) inhibited the effect mediated by Ab-β. Sera from chronic chagasic patients without adrenergic effect (Ab-β: 1/100 V/V) did not modulate the APD of guinea pig M cells at a BCL of 1000 ms. (C) APD90 modulation by Ab-β (n = 6) or Ab-β (n = 7) under different rates is summarized in (D). Values are mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05 and #P < 0.005.
in ventricular repolarization, we examined the effect of Ab-β on these cells. In addition, the adrenergic characteriza-
tion was performed. Both isoproterenol and Ab-β reversibly 
shortened the APD of guinea pig M cells. This finding is in 
agreement with the previous studies in M cells made in 
others species.15 In contrast to our results, IgG fraction 
with Ab-β (IgG-β) has been shown to prolong the AP of 
human atrial and rat ventricular myocytes.17 This discrep-
ancy could be due to the different tissues or techniques 
used. The experiments describing a prolongation of the AP 
were carried out by patch–clamp technique under whole-
cell configuration in isolated myocytes, whereas our experi-
ments used intracellular microelectrodes in multicellular 
preparations targeting the M cells.

Another important difference relates to the animal 
model, as we used guinea pig M cells that have strong modu-
lation of APD by the two components of the repolarizing potas-
sum currents (I_{Ks}/I_{Kr}) as previously demonstrated,10 
whereas Christ et al. used rat ventricle preparation, 
known to be lacking these currents. Indeed, in cells that 
have strong modulation by IKs and IKr, it has been shown 
that adrenergic stimulation shortens APD, as described in 
humans,18 dogs,19 rabbits,20 and guinea pig21 ventricular 
cells.

**Ionic mechanisms**

As only sera with the Ab-β modulated the ventricular repo-
larization, shortening QT interval, and APD, we looked for 
the ionic currents known to be modified by the activation 
of the beta-1-AR. In ventricular myocytes, the phosphoryl-
lation mediated by the beta-1-AR activation of the I_{k1} current22 
or IKr potassium channel23 leads to an increase of APD and could thus not explain the shortening

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Action potential results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(ms) 300 500 800 1000 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMP (mV)</td>
<td>Control 79.2 ± 3.7 80.3 ± 3.3 80.3 ± 3.2 79.3 ± 3.2 79.4 ± 3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ab-β (n = 7) 80.8 ± 3.9 81.1 ± 3.7 80.7 ± 3.6 80.2 ± 3.3 79.1 ± 3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 0 amplitude (mV)</td>
<td>Control 121.6 ± 1.5 122.5 ± 1.6 123.6 ± 1.3 124.0 ± 1.4 124.8 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ab-β 120.1 ± 3.5 122.3 ± 2.7 123.0 ± 2.5 123.0 ± 2.6 123.2 ± 2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APD90 (ms)</td>
<td>Control 148.8 ± 3.8* 166.1 ± 4.2 176.0 ± 3.5 179.4 ± 2.5* 178.7 ± 3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ab-β 135.1 ± 3.1* 162.6 ± 4.7 167.9 ± 2.8 170.3 ± 2.2* 173.5 ± 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APD30 (ms)</td>
<td>Control 64.2 ± 4.9 76.2 ± 4.9 82.1 ± 3.4 89.1 ± 3.1 92.7 ± 3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ab-β 56.9 ± 4.2 71.5 ± 3.5 82.5 ± 1.9 84.1 ± 3.2 90.6 ± 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMP (mV)</td>
<td>Control 86.3 ± 2.9 86.1 ± 3.0 86.1 ± 3.2 85.1 ± 3.2 83.4 ± 3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ab- (n = 8) 85.3 ± 2.7 84.9 ± 2.8 85.0 ± 3.0 84.5 ± 2.8 85.2 ± 2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 0 amplitude (mV)</td>
<td>Control 121.1 ± 1.8 122.3 ± 1.7 123.4 ± 1.6 123.2 ± 1.7 124.6 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ab- 121.3 ± 2.6 123.5 ± 2.5 124.7 ± 2.5 125.3 ± 2.6 126.5 ± 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APD90 (ms)</td>
<td>Control 136.7 ± 6.7 153.6 ± 6.8 162.3 ± 6.8 167.5 ± 7.8 166.1 ± 7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ab- 133.5 ± 7.2 152.0 ± 7.5 159.6 ± 8.3 162.8 ± 8.3 160.2 ± 8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APD30 (ms)</td>
<td>Control 63.9 ± 2.6 72.8 ± 3.6 85.7 ± 3.2 90.7 ± 3.9 92.9 ± 3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ab- 58.3 ± 3.9 70.7 ± 4.6 79.7 ± 3.7 85.5 ± 3.4 90.1 ± 3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BCL, basic cycle lengths; RMP, resting membrane potential; APD90, action potential duration at 90% repolarization; APD30, action potential duration at 30% repolarization; *p < 0.05, control vs. Ab-β. All values are expressed as mean ± SEM.

**Discussion**

Our results show that IgGs with β-adrenergic activity present 
in the sera of CChPs modulate the ventricular repolarization 
process. The observed increase of IKs by IgG-β can explain, 
at least in part, this modulation. Also, the l-type calcium 
current was increased by IgG-β. In addition, this is the 
first work to show adrenergic modulation of AP repolariza-
tion in guinea pig M cells either by IgG-β or by the adrenergic 
agonist isoproterenol.

**Beta-1 adrenergic activity shortened the QT 
interval and M cell action potential duration by 
avivating beta-1 adrenergic receptor**

Changes in the QT interval duration were indicated as a pre-
dictor of sudden death in CChP.14 Adrenergic stimulation has 
been shown to shorten the QT interval and increase the 
transmural dispersion of repolarization in canine left ventri-
cular wedge preparations.15 In our experiments, Ab-β short-
tened the QT interval, and simultaneous perfusion of Ab-β 
with propranolol prevented this effect, suggesting that the 
action of Ab-β is mediated by the activation of the 
beta-1-AR. In fact, we have previously shown that the sera 
from CChP but without Ab-β do not modulate QT interval 
duration in isolated rabbit hearts.16 These data reinforce 
the hypothesis that β-activity is responsible for the 
shortening of the QT interval in the presence of Ab-β.

The QT interval is determined by the APD of cells of the 
ventricular wall. M cell AP has been proposed as responsible 
for the termination of the QT interval in the wedge prepa-
ration.7 Thus, because the M cells play an important role 
in ventricular repolarization, we examined the effect of
of the QT interval. However, the increase in the calcium current could explain, in part, the ventricular arrhythmic episodes described in CChP with Ab-β. Therefore, Ito, ICa, and Iks ion currents were selected as possible targets of Ab-β.

In humans, Ito is a major contributor in shaping the early phase of the cardiac AP. However, Ito current is absent in the ventricular guinea pig. Thus, the effect on Ito was investigated in rat ventricular myocytes. The adrenergic agonist isoproterenol did not modulate Ito in agreement with the previous work in rat and canine ventricular myocytes. As expected, IgG-β, from CChP, also did not modulate Ito. Interestingly, not only the macroscopic current, but also the kinetic parameters were not modulated by IgG-β, suggesting that this current is not involved in the IgG-β-induced QT and AP shortening.

The other current studied, Iks, is a major contributor to the repolarization of the human cardiac AP. Adrenergic stimulation, which increases phosphorylate Iks, is responsible for AP shortening. Here, we demonstrated that IgG-β increased Iks in agreement with its proposed activation of the beta-1-AR. This increment of Iks accelerates phase 3 of the AP and consequently shortens APD. The short QT interval is, therefore, a consequence of these pathophysiological changes induced by the antibodies.

Finally, the other current studied here was ICa, which was increased in the presence of IgG-β. These data confirm the previous results published in the literature, in which the IgG-β also increased ICa, but the antibodies were obtained from patients with DCM but without Chagas’ heart disease.

Clinical implications

The presence of functional Ab-β in patients with DCM and Chagas’ disease has been proposed as capable of inducing myocardial damage. Thus, recently, antibodies present in the serum of patients with DCM were reported to activate the extracellular signal-regulated kinase in murine cardiomyocytes. This kinase plays an important role in hypertrophy and heart failure. In this regard, Jane-wit et al. demonstrated that IgG-β from mice immunized with the peptide corresponding to the second extracellular loop of the beta-1-AR activated caspase-3 through the calcium- and
cAMP-dependent protein kinase A pathways in non-immunized hosts. As a result of this activation, IgG-\(\beta\)-induced DCM by cardiomyocyte apoptosis. In addition, Ab-\(\beta\)-from patients with DCM submitted an immunoadsorption procedure, which shows cytotoxicity and induced apoptosis in rat cardiomyocyte culture.\(^3\)\(^4\)

In contrast, we have shown a direct modulation of ionic currents and AP morphology by IgG-\(\beta\) present in the sera of CChP, leading to shortening of the QT interval. The increment of IKs could justify this result. Therefore, if the present result is observed in isolation, we may conclude that the shortened action potential mediated by antibodies has a beneficial effect by diminishing the transmural dispersion of repolarization. However, the antibodies used in this study came from CChP, which have DCM. In DCM, a downregulation of IKs current was described.\(^3\)\(^5\),\(^3\)\(^6\) In fact, the increment of adrenergic drive could evoke long action potential duration when IKs is blocked under slow pacing rate, as shown by Volders et al.\(^3\)\(^7\) In another elegant work, in a chronic-AV block dog model, the same group found the downregulation of IKs component, KCNQ1, and consequently, the adrenergic stimulus induced early afterdepolarizations in 6 of 13 cells, either under short or long cycle length (500, 1000, and 2000 ms).\(^3\)\(^8\) The mechanism that could explain this phenomenon is IKs accumulation in the presence of beta-adrenergic stimulation.\(^3\)\(^9\) In CChP that have DCM, it is possible to hypothesize that IKs might be downregulated, and therefore, adrenergic stimulation mediated by IgG-\(\beta\) may contribute to enhanced malignant ventricular arrhythmias.

Antibodies also increased the calcium current. The calcium overload was indicated as responsible for early and delayed afterdepolarizations;\(^1\)\(^1\),\(^1\)\(^3\),\(^1\)\(^3\) however, in the present study, these were not observed under antibody perfusion on action potential recording. In addition, no electrical disorder was observed in the ECGs obtained in isolated rabbit hearts in the presence of Ab-\(\beta\). Nevertheless, these data do not exclude the possibility that the antibodies may trigger a ventricular electrical disturbance in CChP such as ventricular fibrillation that could finish with a sudden cardiac death event.

As sudden death is one of the main causes of death in Chagas’ disease and DCM, and disturbances of the repolarization process are intimately associated with fatal ventricular arrhythmias, we suggest that the Ab-\(\beta\) may contribute to the genesis of sudden cardiac death in CChP with DCM.

This hypothesis predicts that the immunoglobulin adsorption therapy in patients with Ab-\(\beta\), besides improving cardiovascular function, as already demonstrated,\(^3\)\(^1\),\(^3\)\(^3\)\(^0\) may also decrease sudden death episodes.

**Study limitations**

One limitation of the present study relates to the small number of patient’s sera with Ab-\(\beta\) studied, but the effects described were present in all sera screened as positive for Ab-\(\beta\). Trials with immunoadsorption of these antibodies shall critically test their role in the pathophysiology of Chagas’ disease and in the induction of sudden death. Another limitation was the different animal species used (rat, rabbit, and guinea pig). However, as described earlier, previous studies have shown the interspecies homology between a second extracellular loop of the beta-1AR and the effect of antibodies in these species.\(^3\)\(^1\)AR At any

---

**Figure 5** IgG-\(\beta\) increases IKs and ICa current. (A) Representative trace of IKs before and during IgG-\(\beta\) perfusion. (B) Time course of the effect with bars indicating different conditions. (D) Typical trace of ICa under: control, IgG-\(\beta\) perfusion, and washout condition. In (E), I-V relationship from the same patient is plotted. (C) and (F) Normalized IKs and ICa values (values were normalized by the control condition—pre-IgG-\(\beta\)-perfusion-data in each cell) under control, IgG-\(\beta\), and washout conditions (control vs. IgG-\(\beta\) *\(P<0.05\)). Values are mean ± SEM; \(n=4\); *\(P<0.05\).
rate, the effects of Ab-β or isoproterenol on guinea pig M
cells’ action potentials are in agreement with the effect of
adrenergic stimulation in the human ventricular wall,14
thus justifying, in part, the extrapolation of the present
findings to the clinical setting. Finally, the Ito channel is
formed by distinct subunits in rabbit and rat and absent in
guinea pig. Consequently, the results observed in repolariza-
tion parameters in rabbit and guinea pig need to be extrapolat-
ed carefully.
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